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The Prudent Living Community is a voluntary
association of like-minded people committed
to thinking and living prudently.
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Prudent Living is Not a Question, It’s the Answer!
Gracing our cover this issue are two real homemakers,
one of whom has been living off grid for seven years.
Christine Morton (right) said, “The choice to live
off the grid originated with wanting to reside on the
remote property that my in-laws purchased in 1962.
The closest power line was two and a half miles away
and the cost to hook up to the grid would have been
astronomical. Because we built our house to be more
efficient, our total energy consumption is about a third
less than the average household. During the months
of November to January, it is important to watch the
weather report and plan accordingly. For instance,
chores like laundry and ironing are done on a sunny
day. Our children learned valuable lifelong lessons
on energy stewardship. Even though there have been
numerous power outages in the seven years living here,
we never lost power! It’s wonderful knowing we are not
a burden on the electric grid and I have to admit it’s
also wonderful not having an electric bill each month.”
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Noreen Wemple, (left) is waiting for her off grid home
to be finished. The progress of converting a barn to
a net zero home has been the subject of two feature
articles in Prudent Living Magazine already, and is
also featured again in this issue, starting on page 16.
Noreen said, “The most significant benefit for me
would be not paying for electricity and being a wise
consumer by living more frugally and not wasting
energy.”
Notice the key words in what these ladies have said.
They are prudent living words because they are
about planning ahead, inter-generational sharing
and education, frugality, wisdom, stewardship,
benevolence, and conservation.
As Christine and Noreen know and as you’ll see as you
peruse the articles in this issue, Prudent Living is not a
question, it’s the answer.
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“My time here at Prudent Living is
drawing to a close and I have enjoyed
working with and being a part of the
Prudent Living team. We have tried to
improve the experience for everyone
who is a part of the Prudent Living
community. Most of the improvements
have been made close to the launch of this
issue of the magazine. The most noticeable
improvements include a new look and
feel to prudentliving.com, some changes
to prudentlivingmagazine.com, and very
soon you will see the familiar phrase of
‘coming soon’ disappear as we are getting
ready to launch Prudent Living Market!
My wife and I are planning on doing some
mission work in Madagascar in the near
future. While I may be leaving soon, I
hope that you will continue to enjoy the
recent improvements we have made in
my time here as well as any improvements
that come in the future.”
–Jordan
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The Prudent Living team will miss Jordan
and wishes him all the best for his future
endeavors. Thank you for the great work!
Copyright © 2012 Prudent Living Inc. All rights reserved.
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What’s New & What’s News
Prudent Living Helps Historic Downtown
Newport, NH Insurance Agency Go Solar
Prudent Living, an Upper Valley company offering
services, strategies, products and a community that
encourage a prudent way of life, including alternative
energy solutions, recently installed a solar power
system for McCrillis and Eldredge Insurance, Inc.
The Historic Downtown Newport, New Hampshire
independent insurance agency, now affiliated with
Lake Sunapee Bank, has provided quality protection
in New Hampshire and Vermont since 1890 and is
located in a building listed in the National Register
of Historic Places. Prudent Living installed 96 solar
panels on the flat roof of the 120-year-old, twostory Federal brick house that was built as a private
home for Col. William Cheney, an early settler of
Newport. Later, it served the community as a market
for many years, then a post office and, more recently,
office space. The new photovoltaic system is designed
to generate two-thirds of the insurance company’s
electric power annually.
“In 1890, we were insuring property–homes and
commercial buildings,” said agency Vice-President
David McCrillis. “In the 1900s, when cars were
invented, we added auto insurance. Later in the
century, we began offering workers comp and liability.

So, we’ve seen it all through the last 122 years. We
were ready for the next step, to go green and do
something good for the environment. We’re making
a big effort to be as energy efficient as possible: we’ve
cut down on waste and paper use. Going solar was the
next logical step. Prudent Living helped us throughout
the whole process, from getting the fabrication
materials into the state for rebates to creating a design
that would be approved by the town. Protecting the
environment is part of our company culture now.”
“It’s unique to put a photovoltaic system on an
historic building,” commented Prudent Living
Vice-President Tim Biebel. “We worked closely
with the town to make sure we honored all of their
requirements, including giving the town a rendering
ahead of time for approval. The Newport Historical
Society approved the design because it blended
nicely with the town. It’s a low-profile system so it’s
hardly noticeable from main street–except in benefits.
Offsetting expensive electric power costs with power
from the sun doesn’t change the historic nature of
Newport. We think that’s cool. It’s an upgrade to an
historic property that makes a big difference, and sets
a precedent for other historic communities: you can
benefit from sun power without compromising beauty
and history.”

Nathan Biebel Joins Prudent Living as Social Media Manager
Prudent Living recently brought on board Nathan Biebel as Social Media Manager.
Biebel will generate content for and manage Prudent Living’s online presence on
FaceBook, Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube and the prudent living community blog as well
as network through other similar blogs and FaceBook pages. He will also oversee the
company’s in-house technology.
Biebel comes to Prudent Living with a Bachelors of Philosophy from Palm Beach
Atlantic University in Florida and a Masters in Philosophy from Boston’s Brandeis
University. He was a computer repair technician for three years and worked in
university technology services for four years. “My job is to get the company name
out there and the Internet is the obvious choice,” Biebel said. “But, more importantly,
we want the public to see the face of Prudent Living, to see the people behind our
philosophy. We really believe in what we’re doing and want to show the friendly,
trustworthy faces of Prudent Living, the real people who are walking the talk.”
“We’re focused on creating a strong online presence,” said company vice-president Tim
Biebel. “We know this is the future and are ready to take the leap. Nathan understands
our goals and can help us spread our brand.” Company creative director Bill Wolff
agrees that the timing is right. “Above and beyond managing online media, Nathan
will be generating and posting video that showcases the thoughts and personality
of our leader, Paul Biebel,” Wolff commented. “Nathan brings a lot of computer
and social media savvy to Prudent Living. We’re confident he can get us on a good
schedule and move the needle on this important content.”

Before: Rendering for Newport Historical Society

After: Completed solar panel installation

“We were ready for the next step, to go green and do something good for the environment.
We’re making a big effort to be as energy efficient as possible: we’ve cut down on waste
and paper use. Going solar was the next logical step.” –David McCrillis
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“I’m really excited about coming on board,” Biebel concluded. “Of course, I’m glad
to get a job at the family company. But this is more than a job. I focused on ethics in
school and wanted a career that is all about doing the right thing. Prudent Living does
the right thing for people who are interested in changing their lives, who want to live
prudently. I’m excited about being a part of that and want to build something that will
last, that people can come back to again and again. That’s what the Internet is for.”
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What’s New & What’s News

(continued)

Taylor Scully Joins Prudent Living as Online Market Manager
Prudent Living recently recruited Taylor Scully as Online Market Manager.
The Prudent Living online Market, scheduled to launch soon, will feature a
variety of products that support consumers interested in sustainable living.
The Market will feature products for renewable energy, first aid, home
gardening, energy efficiency, healthy living and eating, food preservation,
emergency planning, survival and homesteading. Scully, who has a BS
in Business Administration and Marketing from the University of New
Hampshire, will be responsible for working with manufacturers to find and
showcase prudent products, setting up and supervising the online store’s
database, managing inventory and overseeing order fulfillment.

“We’ve hand-picked a group of high-quality prudent products
our community can trust,” said company Vice-President Tim
Biebel. “From wood stoves and generators to flashlights and
gardening tools, the Prudent Living Market will feature products
and resources consistent with our company’s mission to provide
our customers with services, strategies and products to support a
prudent way of life. Taylor has the skills and energy to bring this
Market to life for us and our customers.”

ENERGY Q&A
QUESTION: Why the dew?
I recently posted this picture on
our Facebook page and I posed
the following question: Why did
the dew form on this wall and not
any of the other exterior walls on
the house? More specifically, why
did this wall reach the dew point
but not the others? (Find the
answer later within this issue.)
Time: 7:15 am
Exterior Temp: 62°
Interior Temp: 70°
Dew Point: 60°
Humidity: 93%
Conditions: Foggy! And
Heavy dew on the ground

“I chose marketing because it’s the part of business that gets you out of
the office and in front of consumers,” Scully noted. “I like connecting
with customers, figuring out what they want, and organizing products and
systems for them to get it. I’m excited about joining Prudent Living. It’s a
small company with a big vision to grow, and an even bigger vision to help
people who want to live in a better way.” The vision comes from company
President Paul Biebel. “Prudence is a driving principle that can be applied
to every category of life,” he said.
“Everything we think about,
offer and do at Prudent Living
must pass a litmus test of being
‘wrapped in prudence.’ While the
Market is mercantile, it’s also a
resource for education and training
in preparedness, helping people
reconnect to a lifestyle of selfreliance and independence. Our
goal is not just to open another
store that is like all other stores,
but to offer services, products and
strategies that improve lives; and,
yes, with maybe a hat or tee shirt
along the way.”
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chrysanthemums at Willowbee Farm, North chittenden, Vermont
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Photo: Nancy Wolff
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Mt. Tom, Woodstock, Vermont
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Prudent Living - Because it’s Time
‘Because it’s Time’ – The DNA of Prudent Living
by Paul Biebel, Founder and President, Prudent Living, Inc.
You may already know the history behind how Prudent Living got its start.
If not, you can link back to our first issue and read about it. The short
version is that after twenty years of very hard work, it became obvious to
both my wife and I that, due to unscrupulous federal banking practices, we
would face losing everything we had worked for and would have to start
over. It was a time of introspection out of which emerged two questions
that became the DNA of Prudent Living, Inc.
The first question was “What have I learned?” and the other was “What
would I do differently, if I get another chance?” My answers to those questions were key to lifting me out of my directional paralysis and moving
me forward with a determined resolve and positive spirit. Perhaps you are
facing some difficult circumstances right now and may be asking yourself
the same things. If so, I believe that the same will be true for you. From my
experience, I can say that one of the hardest things to do in life is to start
over when life, itself, is more than half over and the prime years are gone.
But I can also say that lessons learned are often the first steps to achieving
greater success. After all, success is most rewarding when it comes as a result
of conquered failures.
I began to identify my vulnerabilities and prepare for future uncertainties
that were in my control to prepare for. In so doing, I awakened to how
dependent I had become on others.

Paul Biebel is the founder and
visionary for Prudent Living Inc. He
has also served as President and CEO
of Biebel Builders, Inc, a company
that has been designing and building
high quality homes since 1976. Since
the turn of the century, with the
advent of emerging new technologies,
his interests have directed him toward
helping his customers make sound and
prudent investments into many areas
of their lives and also to the homes
they live in. This passion has evolved
into his newest venture – Prudent
Living, a company that offers products
and services that support a more
prudent way of life.
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But I got started and did what I could do with the resources I had. We had
come to hate debt so my wife and I developed a plan to get out of debt as
quickly as possible. This united us with a common purpose and she felt
like she had her husband back. Our marriage improved a lot. After that,
we began to have a positive cash flow and were able to think bigger. One
only has to lose electricity for a single day to understand how much of our
lives depend on electricity, so when the opportunity came we installed an
off grid solar system with battery backup and generator. We also considered
investing in emergency food supplies and how to make adequate shelter,
should our home suddenly be destroyed. Then I realized that there is always
the potential for medical emergencies and I began thinking about healthy
living and dietary habits. Lately, I’ve been sensing a growing awareness for
the need for personal and home protection. I know that I am not alone in
this as I have many friends on both sides of the political aisle who know
that things are not getting better out there. Finally when one, like myself,
realizes that he will have a family depending on him during a time of crisis,
it can feel a bit overwhelming when I know that I have such a long way
to go. But I am happy with our progress and I look forward to working
toward my goal.

None of these things happened quickly except my
manner of thinking. Even though I had changed
inside, it still took another decade to realize the full
benefit that comes when plans are converted to action.
I couldn’t just wish my debts away; neither could I
pretend they didn’t exist. As the saying goes, “You
can’t stop a freight train on a dime.” I had to slow
the debt train carefully and deliberately. I had to take
them on “one payment at a time” and vow never to
add another unless absolutely necessary.
Like many people, I admit that I caved to moments of
wishing and thinking about the “If only’s.” I had some
big regrets regarding some bad decisions I had made
in haste and panic; the kind that only made matters
worse, but such memories only dragged me down and
they didn’t do squat toward fixing anything. Looking back, I realize that if I had been wiser during the
good times, I would have planned for adversity before
it happened. So, as I asked myself the Prudent Living
question, I answered “Next time I will….”
I also discovered that the pain of failure has some
interesting side effects. Ironically, it seemed like the
more money we lost, the more generous and giving we
became. That was a surprise.
Failure makes you more humble and easier to live
with, too, and it makes you compassionate toward
others who are going through the same things you
did. On a proactive side, it causes you to get serious
and pay close attention to the actions of others whose
“presumption” can also affect you.
Well, if I could stand on one soapbox I would admit
that I am very concerned about the course of action
our nation is taking at this time in history; especially
in reference to our “out of control” spending and the
moral decline that accompanies it. When the entitlements run out and the value of life becomes less than
a fruit fly, things won’t be pretty or safe. Our nation is
not at all like it was with the God-fearing folks of the
1930s. Those who remember the Great Depression
often tell us with hushed whisper about how hopeless
and difficult it was during that time. Those are the
ones who saw the prudence of rugged individualism,
getting a good education, acquiring trade skills, and
preparing one’s self and family for the uncertainties
of life without depending on anyone else. Instead of
being takers, their prudent habits allowed them to
share with others who were in need. Such people un-

derstand the prudence of carrying a spare tire on the
journey of life, if you know what I mean, while today,
life’s travelers seem to just assume that someone else
will come along and they can simply take their “spare
tire” away from them.
I ran across this quote in a article I was reading and I
thought it would be a good time to share it.

The Prudence of “Now”
“Now” is the constant syllable ticking from
the clock of time.
“Now” is the watchword of the wise;
“Now” is on the banner of the Prudent.
Cherish your today, and prize it well or ever
be engulfed in the past
Husband it, for who can promise if will have a
tomorrow?
“Tomorrow” is a fatal lie; the wreckers beacon.
“Tomorrow” is the wily snare of the destroyer.
Be wise and see to your ways while you
have time.
– Author Unknown
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Off-grid Living
From Barn to Net-Zero Energy Home (Third in a Series)
by Don Wemple
This is the third article in a series focused on an off grid home being built in
Bridgewater Corners, Vermont, by Don Wemple, a renewable energy consultant.
Wemple’s goal was to reduce his living costs as retirement approaches, with a special
focus on achieving near-zero dependence on fossil fuels and being totally off-grid in
terms of electricity.
Thus far, the series has focused on the extensive research and planning invested in
developing the building plan, which required the construction of an addition to the
barn that Wemple had intended to convert to a home. This direction provided the
opportunity to position the roof line of the addition for the southern exposure needed
for maximum production of photo voltaic and/or solar thermal.
The project presented multiple design-related technological issues from the foundation
to the roof, and everything in between, which Wemple addressed with the help of
Prudent Living, Inc., of Windsor, Vermont. Some of the solutions which emerged
involved innovative implementation of construction methods rarely combined in a
single project, yet all focused on the goal of creating and sustaining a year-round living
environment that is both comfortable and cost-efficient.

Solar (Photo Voltaic) PV & Micro-Hydro
Twenty-four 230 volt solar PV modules feed two Midnite Solar charge controllers.
This system produces approximately 5.5 kilowatts of DC power to charge batteries,
but only when the sun is shining! The PV modules are pole mounted on two nine foot
poles. The modules’ angles are adjusted four times a year to maximize solar gain.
A two kilowatt Harris Micro-Hydro turbine with 180 feet of head and between 30100 gallons per minute, depending on the time of year and water, is installed in the
small stream nearby. This system will reliably produce between 500-1,500 watts of
continuous 48 volt DC power.

This installment of the series features video clips in which Wemple describes and shows
various sources of energy sources and storage options.

Batteries
Twenty-four two volt cells (48 volt DC system voltage) Surette 450 Amp-hr batteries
can provide approximately two days of reduced power with no sun, since the hydro
unit delivers about 10-15 amps of continuous charging power depending on the time
of the year and water flow conditions, even when the sun is not shining. A system
powered with only solar PV would probably need to double the storage capabilities of
the battery system.
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Off-grid Living

(continued)

Solar Thermal
Two evacuated tube solar thermal modules (thirty tubes each), mounted on the
south facing roof are used to heat a domestic fifty gallon hot water pre-heat tank. The
solar pre-heat tank feeds the main HTP-Versa tank with solar thermal heated water.
Additionally, a recirculation system transfers heat from the solar pre-heat tank to the
main HTP tank when the sun has heated the water to 140 degrees.

Controls
Four 4.4 kilowatt 240 volt magnum inverters installed in parallel. The master inverter
#1 generally runs continuously with inverters #2/3/4 in sleep mode until additional
AC power is required. A total of 17.6 kilowatts of continuous power is available, due
primarily to the use of the geothermal heat pump which consumes significant amounts
of electricity. The typical house or camp without geothermal would probably need only
two inverters (8.8 kilowatts, total).

Geo Thermal
A 2-ton Waterfurnace heat pump is used with the 400 foot well (standing column
design) as the primary heat source, especially during the March-December time frame.
Water pumped from the well flows through a heat exchanger in the heat pump at five
gallons per minute, removing about five degrees of heat from the water as it passes
and is dumped back into the well. Water is pumped from the bottom of the well with
a variable speed three-phase 240 volt pump and controller and dumped back to the
well at the 150 foot level. The cooled water is heated by the ground as it sinks to the
bottom of the well. The same well provides domestic water.
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Off-grid Living

(continued)

Hot Water Sources
Temperature of the HTP-Versa storage tank is priority controlled by sensors located
in the tank. The solar thermal will heat the pre-heat tank and subsequently (through
re-circulation) the HTP-Versa tank whenever the sun shines, to a maximum of 180
degrees. The geothermal heat pump is next in line and will maintain the tank at 115
degrees. It is expected that the solar thermal will provide about 90 percent of the
summer heating needs with the geothermal making up the difference. In spring and
fall the solar thermal should provide about 40 percent of the heating needs with the
geothermal making up the difference. In the wintertime, the solar thermal will provide
only a small fraction of the heating needs, with the geothermal providing about 50
percent of the heating needs. If the tank temperature ever falls below 110 degrees, the
propane boiler will automatically turn on and heat the tank up to 140 degrees. This
will occur if the geothermal cannot keep up in the dead of winter, or there is a long
call for domestic hot water and the geothermal cannot provide heat fast enough.
If you missed the previous From Barn to Net-zero Energy Home articles just follow
these links: to read ‘First in a Series’ click here, and ‘Second in a Series’ click here.

Milkweed seed getting ready to ride the autumn winds
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Hidden Springs Maple
The Numbers Say It All
By Sarah Weck
Hidden Springs Maple was started by me and my husband, Peter CooperEllis, as an online retail maple syrup business. Peter and his family began
making maple syrup over 50 years ago on a few acres of sugarbush land in
southern Vermont. Today, the sugarbush spans nearly 1,000 acres and we
operate an online retail business and a farm store in Putney, Vermont. The
store sells Hidden Springs Maple syrup, syrup from other local producers
as well as a variety of gourmet food products made with maple syrup, other
locally-made edibles such as honey, hot sauce, and cookies, and arts and
crafts from local Vermont artisans. Hidden Springs Maple will start selling ice cream cones this summer and hosts several events during the year
including an open house during The Putney Craft Tour and a booth at The
Strolling of the Heifers.
I run customer service for Hidden Springs Maple and do all of the accounting and payroll. I like to look at numbers. I figure out how to offer the
highest quality of products and services to our customers without wasting
resources.
When I was eleven years old, I remember the cars lining up at the gas
pump during the oil embargo. Some thirty-three years later, I have a much
better understanding of what happened back then, what our energy needs
are now, and how we have to make changes going forward. So I began to
make changes. I drive a hybrid electric car, hang my clothes up to dry, use
energy-efficient light bulbs, and have a compost at my home and business.
Sarah Weck is the manager of Hidden
Springs Maple and the wife of Hidden
Springs Maple founder and owner,
Peter Cooper-Ellis. Sarah handles
all customer service inquiries and
accounting and also does some sales
and marketing. Interacting with
customers is what she loves most
about her job.

So, I researched getting solar panels for our store roof and a friend recommended Prudent Living for their excellent service and expertise. Tim Biebel at Prudent Living was
very helpful in explaining the up-front costs as well as the long-term savings. He did a
complete analysis of our energy needs to determine how much electricity our system
would generate per year and how many years it would take for the system to pay for
itself. In addition to the energy cost savings, we would also receive over $10,000 back
from the state of Vermont, a Federal tax credit worth nearly $25,000, and we could
depreciate the installation cost on our tax returns. At an annual production rate of
26,859 kWh, our system would pay for itself in seven years, after which time it will
actually start earning us money. The numbers said it all.
So, we hired Prudent Living to install seventy-two 235-watt solar panels on the roof
of our retail store building and an additional meter to record the kWh output of our
PV system so that Green Mountain Power (and we) will know how much the system is
generating.
As soon as the panels and two inverters were installed, the system was ready to generate
electricity. We just pushed a button to turn it on and the sun started working for us.
As a Green Mountain Power customer with a photovoltaic system, we receive a credit
of $0.06 per kilowatt-hour (kWh) of electricity that our system is generating. The first
electric bill we received after the panels were installed showed a negative balance due.
This balance becomes a credit back to us in the winter when the geothermal will be
using more electricity and the sun will be generating less.
Over the lifespan of Hidden Springs Maple’s new PV system, we will be eliminating
551 tons of carbon dioxide (CO2), which is the equivalent to planting 2,755 trees or a
reduction of over a million miles of driving. The PV system makes sense for both our
business and for the environment.
For more information on Hidden Springs Maple and to see a video of their PV system
being installed, https://hiddenspringsmaple.com/about/green.php

But having a business gave me an opportunity to reduce my carbon footprint even further. We started by using Green Mountain Well to install
a geothermal system that uses the ground as a heat pump. This ground
source heat pump works by using the earth’s constant temperature to heat
our facilities in the winter as well as to cool them in the summer. During
the winter, the fluid collects heat from the earth and carries it through the
system into the building. Using the geothermal system, Hidden Springs
Maple can heat and cool the facility without burning any fossil fuels. But,
the system is electrically-powered and we were still using a lot of electricity
that had to come from somewhere. (See the article on geothermal heating
and cooling in this issue.)
With the opening of the Hidden Springs Maple store in November 2011,
we now had a southern facing 2,046 square foot roof on which we could
put solar panels. Why not use the sun to power the heating and cooling
system that was running on the earth’s natural heat pump? The sun and
earth working together sounded like a great idea to me.
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How’s That Work? - geo Thermal
Geo Thermal Systems
By Don Wemple
Geo thermal heat systems are the most energy efficient, environmentally
clean, and cost effective space conditioning systems available today.
Conventional residential and light commercial heating and cooling
systems are generally fossil fuel and electricity based. Ground Source
Heat Pumps (GSHPs) are the most efficient types of geothermal systems
and are becoming more common as the costs of energy and equipment
maintenance rise. When properly designed and installed, they not only
reduce energy use but lower maintenance costs and extend equipment life,
since they have no exposed outdoor equipment.
Although somewhat higher in first costs than other systems, this
technology can, in the right application, quickly repay this differential.
This is possible since a geothermal heat pump moves from a heat source
to a heat sink and very little heat is actually produced from either fossil
fuels or electricity. The GSHP uses electricity to run circulator pumps,
fans, and compressors to move the heat. This results in a minor increase
in electricity costs with a major reduction in fossil fuel costs. The same
equipment can be used to heat in winter and cool in summer by reversing
the flow of heat transfer.

Don Wemple lives in Bridgewater
Corners, Vermont. Along with
designing and installing micro-hydro,
solar photovoltaic (PV), and solar hot
water systems on his own land, Don
continues to design many more for
customers across Vermont.

If you have a question or set
of questions about renewable energy that you would
like to see answered in this
column, please send it to:
dave@prudentliving.com.
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A geothermal heat pump is essentially an air-conditioner with one extra
valve that allows the condenser (hot coil) and evaporator (cold coil) to
reverse places in the winter. Thus the latent heat of the warm, ground
sourced water, when reversed by the condenser-evaporator function,
produces hot water to warm the air circulated by the indoor fan. After
passing through the expansion device, the refrigerant enters the outdoor
coil at a low temperature. Because the temperature of the refrigerant is
low, heat can be transferred from the water to the refrigerant inside the
evaporator. If the ground sourced water loop is properly sized, the heating
efficiency is exceptionally high compared to conventional systems. With
the addition of a water-to-water heat exchanger, the basic geothermal heat
pump can be adapted to provide for domestic hot water and hydronic
radiant floor heating systems.

Geothermal technology utilizes a heat pump and a series of high strength
plastic pipes buried in the ground, either horizontally or vertically. These
systems can be open or closed loop systems. Open loop systems use
ground water (well, pond, stream) as the heat/cooling source, which is fed
to the heat pump and is then discharged back to the ground. Open loop
systems have higher pumping requirements and can cause water usage
and environmental problems, but they can be significantly less expensive.
Closed loop systems circulate a water/glycol solution with low energy
pumps, but typically require longer pipe lengths and more extensive
drilling and trenching for an equivalent amount of heat transfer, and are
therefore typically more expensive to install. Using the earth as a heat
source and heat sink, polyethylene pipes circulate the water/antifreeze
solution from the earth to the heat pump, cooling the solution in summer
and warming the solution in winter.
For summer cooling, the heat pump functions like an air conditioner,
transferring heat from the air in the building to the water/glycol solution
via a compressor and air-to-water heat exchanger. For winter heating,
the process is reversed and the heat pump transfers heat from the ground
sourced solution to the building air via a compressor and water-to-air heat
exchanger. The same systems can be used to provide heat for domestic hot
water, forced hot air, and hydronic radiant floor space heating systems.
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On the Home Front
Fall - A Season of Harvest and Preserving
By Nancy Wolff
Fall has come to the mountains of Vermont, and the garden season is coming to
an end. It’s been a good gardening year. I’ve managed to keep up with the weeding and now I have an abundance of produce to get us through the winter. This
produce can be preserved by freezing, drying, or canning. I use a combination of
all three methods.
Freezing your extra produce is probFrozen Berries, corn, and Beans
ably one of the simplest and least time
consuming ways to preserve your
harvest. Your freezer is an excellent
resource to keep your vegetables ready
for use at a moment’s notice. You can
also freeze whatever size portions work
well for your family. Frozen foods are
more like fresh foods than those that
are canned or dried. Freezing keeps
the natural color, fresh flavor, and
nutritive qualities of most foods better
than any other method of preservation. The equipment needed for freezing vegetables includes pots and pans and strainers and other utensils that are
normally used in the kitchen for preparing everyday meals.
Nancy Wolff lives in Vermont.
She has been gardening for the
last 30 years. She has completed
both the Master Gardener
and the Master Composter
programs offered through the
state extension bureaus. She is
interested in providing delicious,
nutritious, chemical-free food
for her family. She gardens
organically, and what food is
not consumed immediately she
tries to preserve to be enjoyed
later. She loves walking into her
pantry and seeing shelves filled
with the garden’s bounty!
Join On the Home Front blog
postings Tuesdays through
Fridays for more from Nancy.
homefront.prudentliving.com
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Some produce benefits from pretreatment techniques such
as blanching or dipping. Blanching is dipping the produce
in hot water or steaming for a specific time. Dipping is a
pretreatment used to prevent certain fruits from oxidizing.
Common antioxidants are lemon or lime juice, ascorbic acid,
and commercial products that contain a blend of ascorbic
and citric acid. Specific directions for each fruit and vegetable
can also be found in the Ball Blue Book.
Canning is a third process used to preserve your harvest.
This technique does involve special equipment and directions must be followed carefully to insure a safe final product.
However nothing is more satisfying than walking into your
pantry and seeing your shelves packed with jars filled with
nutritious, chemical-free, tasty food. Again the Ball Blue
Book provides specific directions for canning your produce.
canned Beets & green Beans

Usually I have an abundance of tomatoes and
am always trying to find new ways to preserve them. One of my favorite ways is drying
tomatoes in the dehydrator. I then use them
throughout the winter as “sun dried tomatoes”
or add them to sauces to give richness to the
flavor. I also use many of them to make salsa,
which I can, store, and use as needed. The
simple recipe below makes a delicious salsa. I
usually triple the recipe.

Salsa
5 lbs. Tomatoes, washed, peeled, cored and
chopped. (I dip them into boiling water for one
minute, and then move to cold water and skin
then that way). Then when they are cool you
can peel and core.
2 Cups Chopped Onions
1 ½ Cups Seeded, Chopped Jalapeno Peppers –
more or less to taste (Use rubber gloves!!)
2/3 Cup Bottled Lemon Juice
(or half and half with lime
juice)

The quality of your harvest is the most important factor in determining the quality when it is served. Packaging designed for freezing foods is required for proper
storage for food in the freezer. You can find specially designed plastic bags or
small plastic containers to freeze your harvest. For specific guidelines for the various vegetables consult a cookbook or the Ball Blue Book which is found in most
stores that carry canning and freezing supplies.
Dehydration is another method used
to preserve your harvest. Foods can
be dehydrated using a dehydrator,
the oven, or the sun. The three basic
elements in home food dehydrations
are heat, dry air, and air circulation.
When food is dehydrated, 80-95
percent of the moisture is removed,
inactivating the growth of bacteria
and other spoilage microorganisms.
Again you want to make sure your
harvest is fresh, high quality, and ripe.

Great Uses for Those Extra Tomatoes

3 TBS Chopped Fresh Cilantro
2 ½ tsp. Salt
4 Small Cans Tomato Paste
6 Heaping TBS Garlic (I just use
chopped garlic from a jar.)

Happy gardening!

In a 6-8 quart pan, combine ingredients, bring
to a boil and simmer several hours, stirring
occasionally. Prepare jars, spoon into hot jars,
leaving a half-inch at the top. Wipe jars and
tops and treads clean. Place hot lids on jars;
screw bands firmly. Process in a boiling water
canner for 15 minutes.

Nancy

This recipe yields 5 to 6 pints.

Enjoy preserving your harvest; growing and preserving your
own food will give you a feeling of self-reliance and save you
money at the same time. And it’s prudent, too, because you
never know when a natural disaster or national emergency is
going to inhibit your access to the grocery store.

Dried Vegetables & Fruits
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On the Home Front
Several months ago I gave my husband
what I thought was an awesome gift.
It was an attachment for the Weber
grill that turned your grill into a
pizza oven. It’s called a Kettle Pizza.
I’ve always wanted an outdoor pizza
oven and I figured this was the next
best thing. After sitting in our living
room for way too long the grill and
attachment was finally set up outside.
Recently it was put to use.

Placing Pizza into the Oven
After about 5-6 minutes it was done.

Subscribe

Pizza Dough Rising
Turn dough onto a floured surface to
shape your pizza.
Tomato Basil Pizza
The finished pizza was awesome!

Back to Basics
Abigail R. Gehring...

Cooked Tomato Basil Pizza
It was amazing! I don’t think we’ll go
back to using the oven unless it’s in
the middle of the winter and snowing
outside!
We used a simple recipe for the dough.
2 cups flour

Shaping the Dough

Kettle Pizza Oven
First the dough was made. It was allowed to rise and then formed to fit on
the pizza pan. Eventually we’ll use the
pizza paddle and put the pizza right
on the pizza stone but this time the
pan was used.

Encyclopedia of
Country Living,
10th Edition...
Carla Emery...

If your dough doesn’t want to stretch
let it rest and try again.
Once the dough is shaped, add a little
sauce, spread lightly.

1 ¼ tsp instant yeast

We followed the directions and built a
fire in the grill, the thermometer registered HOT. In went the pizza.
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Cheese is added with toppings. We
had a tomato basil, with fresh basil!

Recipe Box:
Pizza on the Grill

¾ tsp salt

Tomato Basil Pizza Ready To Eat
And a cheese with half pepperoni, not
sure which was the favorite as both
were delicious! We will be having this
again soon.

1 Tbsp olive oil

Preserving
Summer’s Bounty
Rodale Food
Center...

About ½ to ¾ cup warm water
Combine the dry ingredients in a
mixing bowl. Stir in the olive oil. Stir
in the warm water, you may not need
all of the water so add slowly. Turn
the dough onto your work surface and
knead until smooth and shiny. Place
the dough in a covered, oiled bowl to
rise until double in bulk.

Granite Ware
9-Piece Enamelon-Steel...
Granite Ware...

All American 921
21-1/2-Quart
Pressure...
Wisconsin
Aluminum...

Add Sauce to the Pizza

Cheese & Pepperoni Pizza

Visit our Home Front
Store for current prices
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On the Home Front
Basic ‘Receipts’
By Lisa Barthuly
Back in the ‘olden days’ recipes were called ‘receipts.’
Here are some basic ‘receipts’ of staple homemade cleaners I use at my homestead to keep it clean. I use a window/glass cleaner, a scrubbing cleaner (toilets,
tubs, etc), a basic all-around spray cleaner (counter tops, walls, floors, appliances,
etc.), a furniture oil for woods and I love to have a simmering pot of essential
oils/herbs mixture on the wood stove as a lovely ‘air purifier/freshener.’
Now, some basic receipts to mix up, with all the goodies in your ‘Starter Kit.’
(Reminder: when I refer to the measurement of a ‘dropper,’ I am referring to 10
drops from the dropper of a 1 oz essential oil bottle.)

Lisa Barthuly owns and operates
www.HomesteadOriginals.com
with her husband and children!
Lisa lives in the mountains of
the rural western U.S., where she
enjoys a simple, home-centered
life, built on God’s foundations
- studying Scripture, scratch
baking & cooking, canning,
making soap, candles, gardening
organically, raising dairy goats
& chickens. She’s the family
herbalist and loves a round of
competitive target practice! Visit
her blog at:
HomesteadOriginals.com/blog
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Window/Glass Cleaner – Take one empty, clean sprayer bottle and fill it with
a 50/50 mixture of water and vinegar. I also like straight vinegar, too – but both
work. Shake well and you’re ready. Some folks use old newsprint rather than
paper towels here, but
beware as some newsprint contains toxic inks
and chemicals. I use an
old rag of sorts (I keep
a small box going under
my kitchen sink with
cut up old clothing that
has seen better days
and give it new life as a
cleaning cloth).
This vinegar and water solution can also
be used wherever you
might find mold. I tend
to see it in our window
tracks in the winter
time. I just spray a little,
then grab my old toothbrush, scrub and wipe
out with an old rag. (In
this case, I’ll toss the
rag). Add 2 droppers
of peppermint essential
oil to this mixture and
you’ve got a minty fresh

version of your window/glass cleaner. Not only does it
smell nice, it is an effective insect repellent.
Scrubbing Cleanser – I love this one! Fill a pint or
quart size canning jar about 3/4 full of baking soda
and use a straw or a chopstick or butter knife to create
holes in the baking soda for essential oils. (If you have
stains you’re dealing with, use one part Borax and
two parts baking soda.) Mix in around 20 drops of
lavender essential oil (or tea tree, lemon, or orange),
put the lid on and shake well. Then use a small nail to
punch about five decent sized holes in the lid; you’ll
have your own “shaker” of cleaner that contains NO
chlorine or chemicals and works even better than the
smelly commercial version. I use this to scrub my
stainless steel kitchen sink, bathroom sinks, and our shower with
one of those green scrubbie pads.
Want a sparkling tub? Use full
strength vinegar on an old rag or
washcloth to wipe the tub down –
clean and shiny. To remove water
spots from glass shower doors,
do the same and rinse with plain
water.
“Soft Scrub” – You’ll want to
gather up an old Tupperware®
with a lid to house this wonderful
soft scrub. You’ll add in a 1/2 C
baking soda, and enough Castille
soap (I like Dr. Bronner’s) to
make a thick consistency (think
frosting), then add in 5 drops of
an antibacterial essential oil. I
like tea tree, lavender, lemon or
rosemary; add what you like or
blend a few together to get a scent you enjoy. Scoop a
bit on a sponge and wash the surface you are cleaning
and rinse. Simply clean!
All Around Spray Cleaner – I use this everywhere.
Take one of your empty, clean sprayer bottles and fill
3/4 full with water. Add one full dropper (adjust as
necessary according to your supplies) of grapefruit
seed extract (I buy mine at ‘More Than Alive’ and

it’s called ‘Grapefruit Seed Crush’ there). Now add
a dropper of lavender essential oil and shake well. I
clean my appliances and my counter tops with this
and get those little fingerprints off of walls; it even
does kitchen and bathroom floors. Just spray it on the
floor and mop up or use one of those handy old rags –
get it a bit wet and wipe up. It really is ‘all purpose’!
Furniture Oil – I’ve seen lots of recipes for this, but
the most effective and frugal one I’ve found for my
wood furniture is plain old olive oil in a half pint
canning jar. Fill to about 3/4 full and add 20 drops of
sweet orange or lemon essential oil. Shake it up, dab a
bit on a rag and polish up your woodwork. This one
smells great, and works even better.
Homemade Air Freshener – I
like to keep an old pot on the
wood stove with water and a few
drops of essential oils and herbs
in it. They fill the house with
such a lovely aroma. I love myrrh,
eucalyptus and lavender. I have a
cassia essential oil and cinnamon
stick blend I make up, too– more
on that later.
Homemade Spray Air Freshener
– Spray air fresheners are very
popular; however, they are chock
full of toxic air pollutants. Make
your own natural air freshener.
Get an empty, clean spray bottle;
fill 3/4 full with distilled water
and add your choice of essential
oils. It’s that simple. I use a 12 oz
spray bottle and approximately
30 drops of a combination of essential oils. I love to
use straight frankincense and myrrh essential oil, and
spray it directly on my bedding, too. Just shake it up
and spray to enjoy a clean natural fragrance.
This article is excerpted with permission from
A Simply Homemade Clean, by Lisa Barthuly
(Orlando: Healthy Life Press, 2012)
Available at www.healthylifepress.com.
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On the Home Front
Be aware, there is work involved! Depending on the
winter, we can burn twenty to twenty-five cord of
wood in a season. A cord is a stack 4 x 4 x 8 feet, with
hardwood weighing an average of 5,600 pounds per
cord. I’ll let you do the math. Even with 135 acres of
wood lot, we have typically purchased about half of
that amount. We buy the wood log length and work
it up ourselves. The wood we take off of our own
property tends to be wind damaged or “junk” wood.
We do take failing hardwood, or trees that just need
to be thinned out. Again, stewardship of the forest is a
wonderful side benefit to go with the money savings.

Heating with Wood – the Wood Boiler Solution
By Don Jordan
Our facility is located on 135 acres of mostly mixed forest. We are open all year
long and can host more than 200 guests overnight. Our two main guest buildings
were built with a combination of heat sources ranging from oil and propane hot
water baseboard heat to woodstoves in the lounges.
For many of our
early years, heating
fuel was relatively
inexpensive and
wood was used
more for creating
a cozy atmosphere
than for being the
main source of heat.
In the last decade
the volatility in fuel
supply and cost began to have a serious
negative impact on
our ability to operate. The 26,000 square feet of space and our high vaulted chapel and foyer were costing us so much to heat, we began to wonder if we could
continue to serve guests through the cold New England winters.
Don Jordan, Director, Singing
Hills Christian Camp and Conference Center; Plainfield, NH

We were aware of the growing use of outdoor wood boilers, but considered the
initial costs to be beyond our means, so we paid attention to the concept but had
not decided to move in that direction. A destructive windstorm in 2007 would
finally push us into actively pursuing this technology.
Growing up in rural New England (my family has been in New Hampshire since
1800) I have always considered good stewardship of natural resources to be a
worthy and responsible goal. When the windstorm destroyed over 100 large pine
and maple trees on our property, I needed a way to prevent the wood from going
to waste. These were not trees worthy of logging and there is only so much wood
that can be used for campfires. With most of the trees destroyed being white pine,
we could not use the wood in our indoor woodstoves, either. I began to research
more about outdoor wood boilers and found that they could use virtually any
kind of wood. With oil prices going up, and 135 acres of woodlot, we decided to
make the move in 2008.
The boilers we settled on would take a piece of wood fifty-five inches long and as
big around as you would want to lift. We purchased two boilers because of the
amount of space to be heated. Both were plumbed into the existing oil hot water
heat systems of their respective buildings. They were set up so that as long as the
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wood boiler water temperature remained at a certain
level, the oil furnaces would not kick on. If the temperature did drop, then the oil heat would supplement
it automatically. This was very important to us in case
no one was available to stoke the wood boilers or if
the outdoor temperatures were such that the wood
boilers could not keep up on their own. In my own
home, I could live with the indoor temperature dropping into the low or mid 60 degree range on a cold
night, but the expectation of our paying guests is that
the temperature will remain in the upper 60s at least.

Our boilers when fully loaded will keep the heat up
for twelve hours and still hold enough coals to simply
reload without having to re-start the fire.

In each of the winters since installation, we have cut
our fuel oil consumption by approximately 5,000 gallons. We have seen $15,000 to $20,000 in savings per
year. In the very first year we saved almost as much
as the boilers and installation cost us. (In actuality
we were blessed much more than that since a major
portion of the purchase price was covered by generous
donors.)
There are a couple of advantages of the outdoor
boilers over a simple indoor woodstove or an indoor
wood/oil combination heater. The mess that accompanies wood heat is kept outside as is most of the fire
danger. In my mind those are big advantages.
I confess that there are times in the summer when
I am cutting and stacking wood, and in the winter
when I wander outside to do the 8 PM “feeding,” that
I wonder about all the work involved... but it only
takes a thought of the money being saved every year
to convince me that we have done a good thing, for
ourselves and the natural resources we love.
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From Our Readers - Ernie’s Solar Project
Solar Power For QRP Ham Radio
by Ernest Gregoire
Combining ham radio low power,
portable, ham radio operation with
solar energy is something that I have
always wanted to do.
The power required for QRP or ‘Low
power ham radio’ is easily available
from a battery. Charging the battery
is usually done at home with ‘Shore
Power’ or commercial power.

Self Standing Custom Leg Design

Antenna on a Painters Pole

The battery used in my operation
varies depending on the time I plan
for operating at night. Usually this
is easily handled by a 50 or 100
watt hour lithium ion battery.

Go Box & 100 Watt 5 Amp Solar Panel

Using a solar panel to charge the battery makes portable operation pretty much independent of ‘home charging’
from commercial power.
Powering my radio operations with sunlight is not only interesting, its fun.
I’ve been a ham radio operator since 1991, learning Morse code and other
facets of the hobby as I went along. Although not limited to Morse code, I
like this mode best for making contacts around the world. Digital text and
voice are also popular with ham radio operators.

Legs Fold Into Panel For Storage

Watt,Volt, Ammeter in Line with Radio

Portable Operation

Ernest Gregoire lives in Steinhatchee,
Florida. Please feel free to contact him
with any questions on the details of
this project, or comments via e-mail at
ernestaa1ik@gmail.com.

If you have a project that highlights renewable energy that
you would like to see featured
in this column, please send it
to: dave@prudentliving.com.
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For longer stays, with more radio
equipment in operation, I’d use
the M.O.A.B. The ‘Mother Of All
Batteries’ which is a deep cycle lead
acid battery. This battery is capable
of handling a higher powered radio,
up to 100 watts output. The QRP
radios are 5 watts or less of output
power.
I have the M.O.A.B. charging
in the parking lot of my condo
as I type this. At nearly 5 amps
charging rate, the battery will last
all night long, an important factor
in Field Day operation.

‘Field Day’ is a national ham radio event that involves setting up radio stations that simulate emergency conditions. The format is a 24 hour contest
that emphasizes emergency preparedness, in this yearly event. The goal is to
make as many contacts in the 24 hour contest period. Solar power is highly
encouraged in this event. Using alternate energy power sources counts for
extra points.
Hams take part during this event in club groups or individually. I’ll be participating from a discrete location this year, but I’m too old to stay up and
operate for 24 hours straight. This is
supposed to be fun, right!

M.O.A.B. Is Hooked Up and Charging

Project Materials
Leg Corner Radius Allows Swing

Voltage at the Radio

I enjoyed learning how solar panels
work. This was a very worthwhile
project.

The following is a list of companies
where you can obtain the parts
necessary for putting a solar panel
to work in your radio operations.
Metals Depot
www.metalsdepot.com
Anderson Power Pole connectors
www.powerwerx.com

The legs were fabricated from aluminum rectangular stock. This allows
the panel to stand upright by itself.
The legs fold down into the panel
frame for easy transport.

Solar panels and regulators
www.hqrp.com
Solar Panel Controller

Hooking Things Up

Solar Panel Feed To Battery
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Prudence and Your Health
One Way to Avoid a Heart Attack
by Dr. Dick Tibbits

In a study I did on forgiveness, participants with high blood pressure
and elevated levels of anger were able to successfully reduce their blood
pressure by practicing forgiveness. In addition to this obvious health
benefit, they also made comments like “I now have a spiritual awakening
in my life. My life now has greater direction and purpose. I feel as though
I’m finally getting my life back on track.”

Anger kills, and it does so in many ways.

The bottom line: forgiveness saves lives. So why not stop the anger before
it kills... you?

As both the newspaper headlines attest, anger often leads to murder. In fact,
whether the killing is intentional or not, anger is involved in most murders.
Road rage kills on the freeways just as surely as an out-of-control argument
can escalate into murder at home.

Excerpted with permission of the publisher from Forgive to Live
Devotional, by Dr. Dick Tibbits, published by Florida Hospital Publishing,
900 Winderley Place, Suite 1600, Maitland, FL 32751. To order, visit:
www.floridahospitalpublishing.com.

If strong enough, anger can also lead to the death of a friendship and severe
emotional damage. Yes, anger can cause both physical and emotional harm.
But did you know that your anger can also destroy you? Many well-designed
research studies have shown that anger kills the one who harbors it. That’s
why modern medicine warns that too many of us get angry more often—
and stay angry longer—than is healthy.

Prudent Living. A place where you can go to find services,
strategies, and products that encourage a prudent way of life!

In fact, Dr. Redford Williams at Duke University has chillingly
demonstrated that anger kills people who won’t let it go. In one study, he
reviewed the anger scores of 225 physicians who had graduated 25 years
earlier from medical school. When they first began their medical training,
each student had to take a psychological test, part of which measured anger.
Dr. Williams arranged these old anger scores from the highest to the lowest
and then sent the physicians a questionnaire about their current health.

Dr. Tibbits is an ordained minister,
a licensed professional mental health
counselor, a certified ACPE supervisor,
and an experienced hospital
administrator. Dick is currently
the Chief People Officer at Florida
Hospital in Tampa. His series on
forgiveness includes: Forgive to Live
(trade book), Forgive to Live Workbook,
Forgive to Live God’s Way, and Forgive
to Live Devotional.

He discovered that, 25 years later, those doctors who had the highest anger
scores while in school also had the highest incidences of heart disease and
early death. He concluded that a person’s level of anger can accurately
predict illness, particularly heart disease. His study soon convinced the
American Heart Association to declare anger a risk factor for heart disease.
And the respected journal Circulation warned in 2000 that “a person who
is most prone to anger is three times more likely to have a heart attack than
someone who is least prone to anger.”
People who choose to live in a world of anger and resentment also tend to
suffer from such ailments as elevated blood pressure, chronic headaches,
fatigue, lower back pain, and even irritable bowel syndrome. When you live
with anger, you tie your stomach in knots—and while your tummy might
welcome the occasional pretzel, it does not appreciate being turned into one.
While unresolved anger can lead directly to serious health problems, you
can reverse its harmful effects by practicing forgiveness. Researcher Fred
Luskin demonstrated that teaching people how to forgive can measurably
reduce their anger. In another study, Charlotte Witvliet demonstrated that
by simply asking people to imagine they had forgiven someone, their health
began to improve.
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Our vision for prudent living extends beyond building
homes or installing the latest energy saving or energy
capturing technology to the more fundamental
concept of community. For like it or not, we’re all in
this together and we believe that together we can

accomplish more for ourselves, our loved ones, our
neighbors, and for humanity itself by sharing this
vision until it births a movement. We invite you and
your friends to join us, and to help us launch this
movement… and we welcome you, in advance.

Visit www.prudentliving.com to learn more.
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Prudent Living Finances
Spend Less Than You Earn

reverence in a way that was warm and endearing.

By Mary Hunt

They had no outside sources on which to rely if they
ran a little short or if Grandpa had a slow month. They
created their own safety net rather than relying on Visa
or MasterCard to bail them out of every little emergency.

“Contentment is a pearl of great price, and
whoever procures it at the expense of ten
thousand desires makes a wise and happy
choice.” – John Balguy, 18th Century Theologian
The 77 percent of US households that are admittedly
living paycheck to paycheck could claim that they are
not spending more money than they have. However,
they’re spending every nickel they do have, then they
white-knuckle it until the next paycheck, barely hanging on from one paycheck or other source of income
to the next.
What a dangerous and stressful way to live. Granted,
theoretically the paycheck-to-paycheck style of money
management does not necessarily mean living on
credit or spending more than one’s income. But in
practice it does.
Margin is another word for freedom. Spending less
than you earn is a way to create margin. Margin is
good because it allows you to breathe, to think and
relax. Margin is another name for profit or reserves.
Spending less than you earn is the only way you will
experience financial freedom. Contrary to how it
might sound to you at first, [this rule] is not about
restriction. It’s about freedom – freedom from want, freedom from fear of
running out of money, freedom from
reliance on credit, freedom from being
under the economic thumb of others.
My grandparents knew a thing or two
about [this principle]. They would
have never dreamed of spending all
that Grandpa earned at his job as an
insurance salesman, because how else
could they make sure they had their
nest egg funded at a level where they
could sleep at night? They also had
Grandma’s rainy day fund, a source of
mystery and delight for her grandchildren. She spoke of it with respect and
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Living beyond your means... is a horrible way to live
because the resulting debt and self-indulgent mind-set
leads to depression and anxiety. And that opens the
door to all kinds of heartache...
[This rule] is less about money and more about the
most fundamental asset that you have in life: your attitude. Attitude is the way you respond to everything in
life. Your beliefs and feelings shape your attitude. Your
attitude is the only thing in your life over which you
have complete control...
Before you can make the decision to take control of
your money, you must be convinced and committed.
Spending less than you earn isn’t something that happens to you. It is something you make happen. It is a
decision. It’s the attitude you choose for how you will
conduct your life and manage your money.
Tattoo this on your brain: attitude is everything. Write
it on the inside of your eyelids so it’s the first thing you
see every morning and the last thing at night.
For some, it is a challenging change, a new way of life
that requires learning, devotion, and
tenacity. Making a serious commitment to spending less than you earn
will be the first giant step you take
toward finding financial freedom.
Adapted from 7 Money Rules for Life
by Mary Hunt (Grand Rapids, MI:
Revell, 2012), 39-42. Used by permission. All rights reserved. Material is
not to be reproduced, scanned, copied, or distributed in any printed or
electronic form without written permission from Baker Publishing Group.
See: www.bakerpublishinggroup.com.
Black Locust
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Frugal Family Fun
Family Fun in the Kitchen
By Bruce Incze
The kitchen is a classroom and a nursery. It is a place of learning and a
place of nurture. The kitchen is where Diane first taught our children
how to measure and how to follow written instructions. The children are
also subtly exposed to the important life skills of planning and staging as
they make their first chocolate chip cookies. Most importantly, lifelong
memories are forged among the stacks of messy bowls, grease spattered
stove tops, and flour-dusted floors.
Young children are willing students when it comes to “helping” in the
kitchen. But be forewarned, patience is a virtue that will be “tested by fire.”
When children “help,” you might find some of your favorite recipes tasting
a little off. Slight measuring errors, ingredients that have been beaten too
much, and a myriad of innovative ways to unintentionally reinvent the
recipe are all in store. But, eventually, your patience is rewarded.

Bruce Incze grew up in Maine,
summering with his family on an
island in Casco Bay. He and his wife,
Diane, now live near the coast in
Rhode Island. Their three children are
all making the transition from college
and technical schools to living life. All
still enjoy their memories grounded in
Frugal Family Fun of yesteryear and
they make new memories as often as
they can.

In high school, my daughter, Beth, entered a cooking contest. She decided
to compete with her mom’s pound cake. [Without any bias whatsoever, I
can attest that it is the best.] Beth had never made that recipe before, but
then... just how hard can it be? Thinking it would be a good idea to practice
at home prior to competing on the school’s stove, she made her first pound
cake. To say the cake was a little off would be the words of a loving dad.
That’s okay, there was time to make another... And then another... And then
another. And then there was time to drive to the grocery store for more
ingredients. Toward the end, the practice pound cakes were good enough
to give away. I am happy to say that practice does make perfect and even
though the school kitchen provided a few unexpected twists, Beth came
home with the blue ribbon. Now, whenever Diane makes a pound cake my
pleasure is doubled, as my piece of cake is marinated with a warm memory.
Most recently, my son, Mark, has taken over cooking the Thanksgiving
turkey. This is at the insistence of his sisters. Mark has always felt
comfortable in the kitchen and free to innovate. He has developed a beer
basting recipe for roasting the turkey which makes for the most tender
and flavorful white meat I have ever had. Every year, he does something
surprising and wonderful with the stuffing. For weeks ahead of time, he and
his mother will discuss what he is trying to achieve in his stuffing (last year
it was “earthy”) and they discuss possible wine parings.
For dads like me, who are not very creative in the kitchen, it is still a good
place be. My roles were limited to mock astonishment at the mess, cleanup, and exaggerated delight in the results. Truly, the kitchen was a familyfriendly place. And because it was, it still is.
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coming Soon!
Prudent Living Market Online Store:

Boot Hill
The foundational belief of “Prudent Living” is that people can change… the way they think, and the way they
live. In the Wild West, a community’s cemetery was often called “boot hill.” That’s why, in our “prudent living
community,” we’ve set aside a “Boot Hill” section of our magazine for readers to describe how they’ve buried old
habits in order to live more prudently. Topics will range from attempts to improve energy efficiency, health, finances, new construction and renovation, homesteading, gardening, and more – whatever you (and your family)
have done to bury old habits and replace them with new, wiser ones that improve your health, happiness, security,
and peace of mind. We invite anyone with a story to tell to write us.
–Tim Biebel, Vice President
I remember it like it was yesterday, but it was nearly
50 years ago, when I was a sophomore in high school
returning to Prep School following summer break.
One of my peers commented, “I’ve never seen a better
tan!” It felt nice to hear the compliment, but it was
not something I had “worked on,” as he might of. It
was the result of spending most of the summer out in
the northern New England sun without a tee shirt or
hat, or much else, either. Those were the days. Specifically, those were the days before science had told us
much about the sun and skin cancer.
Fast forward 50 years. The generalist says, “That’s
nothing to be concerned about.” The specialist says,
“That one concerns me,” whereupon she cuts off a

Products that support and encourage a prudent way of life for you.

piece of the brown spot on my top of my ear. About
a week later, I get THE call. “Pathology reports it is
a basal cell carcinoma. You should have it removed as
soon as possible.”
In between the diagnosis and the successful treatment
process, I wondered how much of my ear I might lose,
and whether I might be able to obtain a Van Gogh
gift box to put it to good use, if necessary.
Boot Hill lesson: Presume that you are immune from
sun caused skin cancer, and pay the price. Be prudent,
and use appropriate skin protection EVERY TIME
you know you are going to be expose to the sun.
-Vincent, Northern New England Native

ENERGY Q&A

Products for You

coming
Soon!

• Energy Conservation
• Gardening
• Home
• Preparedness
• Recreation

ANSWER: Why the dew?
This particular wall on the house is exposed to the sky while the
others are surrounded by trees. The key to this answer is remembering
how heat moves. Heat will always move to cold. The saying “heat
rises” is not necessarily correct but The saying “hot air rises” is correct
because the air molecules are less dense and as a result will rise above
the colder, more dense molecules. The second law of thermodynamics
states that in a closed system the net flow or transfer of heat will
always be from warmer to cooler regions unless work is done to move
it in the other direction. Since this wall was exposed, heat energy was
able to radiate toward the night sky with no “insulators” to slow its
movement. As a result, this wall reached a temperature that was one
or two degrees colder that the other walls of the house. Something to
think about when choosing a lot for your next house!
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The Prudent Living Store will feature and offer
resources consistent with our mission to provide
you with services, strategies, and products to
support your prudent way of life.
This "store" will include a wide variety of products aimed at increasing your peace of mind as
you develop your personal and family plan for
sustainable living.
For example, we'll help you identify and acquire

the best wood stove or generator, and renewable
energy products. We'll offer advice and access
to information and products related to energy
efficiency, home gardening, year round food production, healthy eating and living, preservation
of food, basic survival skills, first aid products,
emergency planning, survival strategies and
tools, homesteading basics, and the like.
We welcome your suggestions.

Visit www.prudentlivingmarket.com to learn more.
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From the Editor
Prudent Living as an Answer, Not a Question
By David B. Biebel, DMin
Sometimes people ask, “What is Prudent Living?” By which they mean, employing the typical
way of thinking about companies: “What is it, exactly, that you’re trying to sell me?”
Answer: “Prudent Living.”
The company came about as a result of the personal experience of our founder, who discovered
the hard way that presumptuous living is extremely risky, even though it is the way that nearly
everyone in our world lives. Buy on credit, expect to be able to pay it off with future revenue.
This kind of thinking is central to the crisis we’re in today – whether we think of it globally,
nationally, or individually.
Our goal is to help people think differently so they can act more prudently, and now is a much
better time to start than tomorrow. So the answer to what we are trying to sell you is, “Nothing
you don’t need, but anything that your own new way of thinking might suggest that you need.”
Our core values are inspirational, educational, and benevolent. We want to help you believe
that true change is possible. We want to help you learn how to implement the changes you
come to believe you need to make. And we want to help you make them in the most prudent
way possible, considering all factors that affect your life.
One of the first things that has to change is the belief that regardless of what we do, things will
be the same tomorrow as they were yesterday; next year as they are today. The truth is, nothing
stays the same except change. And in today’s world, change is faster than it’s ever been before.
Prudent thinking about this requires striving to become as unaffected by changes beyond our
control as we can become.
It should be clear enough via observation of recent events elsewhere that expecting real help
from government or financial institutions is a “pipe dream” even though each of these entities
has significant motivation to keep people as dependent as possible for as long as possible, which
ultimately leads to helplessness and hopelessness. Prudence whispers that there is hope, if you
can develop a different mind-set, and then set your mind to implementing whatever needs to
happen, starting with yourself.
Choices that truly alter life directions, and cross generations, are not band aid fixes but examine
all elements of life including biological, psychological, sociological, and spiritual factors to see
what can be improved, and then making a plan to do so.
For example, with the devolution of our healthcare non-system, it should be readily apparent to
most that it is not up to the medical folks to keep fixing what we’re breaking, but that a wheelbarrow full of prevention (for example, balanced and healthy vegetables grown in your own
garden) is worth a dump truck of cure (as in all the pills you’re going to have to take just to stay
alive after you develop heart disease or diabetes from constantly overindulging in one thing or
another).
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Prudence is both a way of thinking and a way of life.
Psychologically, worry, anger, and other forms of stress are killers. Depression is the designer
disease of the Prozac generation. Ancient wisdom suggests that effective and natural antidotes
include practicing your faith, forgiving those who have injured us, observing specific periods of
rest, laughing more, expressing gratitude, and so forth can keep us on a healthier, happier path.
Sociologically, a loving and supportive system of family and friends has always been the foundation of a healthy society. Random acts of kindness surely point the way toward a far better
future than random acts of violence. And of course, if you accept that we are called to good
stewardship of our environmental and other joint resources, conservation becomes a far better
approach than consumerism.
At Prudent Living, we realize that prudence is both a way of thinking and a way of life. This
makes it as much a spiritual expression as it is a practical one, so let’s talk about that. We realize that when it comes to all things spiritual, people differ widely in their beliefs and religious
practices and we respect that. But I think we can all agree that any profession of faith that conflicts with the truth that it proclaims would be about the same as claiming to be prudent and
live presumptuously at the same time. Just as any faith without works is useless, so is prudent
thinking without taking prudent action.
It is also spiritual because there is a conversion of the mind. When one awakens and turns
away from presumptive habits and makes a commitment to prudent practices, the reward is often a second chance. Such a return to life-giving principles is anything but a sterile discipline.
It is the essence of hope.
Finally, in various ways and using a wide variety of methods, we wish to help those who are
interested in living more prudently discover ways to do so more proactively. In the past few
years there have been many new developments in construction methods and materials that can
save you money, whether you’re considering new construction or a retrofit. In addition, new
technologies have brought renewable energy systems within reach of the ordinary consumer, so
we’re anxious to share what we know is available and what is on the horizon. New methods of
food production and preservation have been developed, which we wish to share also.
But our goal is not to sell you things you don’t need but to help
you by providing ideas for ways to live more prudently.

David B. Biebel, DMin
Editor in Chief
David Biebel is Managing Editor of Florida Hospital Publishing,
in Orlando, Florida. He is the author or co-author of 19 books,
a number of them related to health.
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